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“We really enjoyed working with the Advent team. We built up 
a lot of trust in each other. We truly acted as one team.”
Deb Loomis, Investment Operations Manager, Sentinel Investments

On time, under budget:
Advent and Sentinel partner
for an exceptional migration
experience
Sentinel Investments was a long-time,
satisfied user of Advent’s Axys portfolio
accounting system. But by 2013, Sentinel’s
management was looking for new ways 
to grow the business. The firm needed a
portfolio management solution that
measured up to its ambitions. The decision
was made to move from Axys to Advent
Portfolio Exchange (APX).

“We really liked Axys,” says Operations
Manager Deb Loomis. “It was working
great for our funds and insurance accounts.
If that’s all we ever planned to do, we
might not have changed. But looking at
our future, we want to be in a position 
to add institutional clients, with all the
reporting that entails. We needed to get
on APX.”

At the same time, Sentinel decided to
have the system hosted via Advent
OnDemand. “For business continuity and
disaster recovery having APX hosted by
Advent makes it accessible to us wherever
we are,” Deb explains. “And our company’s
IT department doesn’t have the burden of
supporting the investment management
business. We felt we’d get great support
with Advent.”

A proven migration process
Switching core systems is a big
undertaking; two factors made this
experience exceptional in Sentinel’s case:
one, staying within the Advent product
family, and two, engaging the Advent
Services team to oversee the migration.

“I really had faith in Advent,” Deb says. 
“We have worked with them for so long.
They’ve always been very thorough and
worked within the time and money
constraints laid out in the beginning.
There have never been any surprises.”

Advent’s implementation methodology
has been refined in thousands of
migrations for clients around the world.
“Our Advent project manager was just
amazing,” Deb reports. “She stayed focused
and calm the entire time, and kept the ball
rolling. We came in on time and under
budget, and everything happened the day
it was supposed to.”

A system migration is a true team effort
between Advent and the client, and
Sentinel’s operations team had done an
important part. “One big reason the
transition was successful was that we put
in a lot of time upfront to scrub our data 
as clean as humanly possible. At the end,
when we were talking about how well the
project went, Advent told us that really
paid off.”
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Background
• Long-time user of Advent’s Axys,®

Moxy® and Advent Rules Manager
• Needed enhanced reporting and

increased operational capabilities
to grow the business

• Concerned about business
continuity and disaster recovery

• Desired IT expertise in
maintaining and supporting
investment management
software

Solution
• Migration from Axys to Advent

Portfolio Exchange® (APX)
• Migration to solution hosting

with Advent OnDemand®
• Upgrade of Moxy and associated

interfaces

Benefits
• Exceptional migration with the

Advent Services team
• Increased efficiency with APX

dashboards and drill down 
capabilities

• Outsourcing eliminates reliance 
on parent company’s IT support 
for maintenance and upgrades

• Operational readiness to expand
lines of business and facilitate 
firm growth

“Having APX, Moxy, and Rules Manager hosted by Advent makes it

accessible to uswherever we are and addresses our business continuity

and disaster recovery needs.”
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A major component in the implementation was multiple
integrations with external resources for investment research,
analytics, pricing data, trading tools and more. Planning for the
overall migration process included specific considerations for 
the integration points.  Advent systems are built on an open
architecture that allows for integration with third-party systems.
“When we started the project, we could really focus on our high
number of interfaces with other vendors, because we had all our
data taken care of.”

Good-bye paper, hello dashboards
The transition to APX paid off quickly with a significant gain in
efficiency. “When we were on Axys, we had admin staff printing
out reports every morning and handing them out,” Deb recalls. 
“It was a big waste of paper and a waste of time. When we went 
to APX, we told everyone, ‘You’re not getting these reports
anymore. You’re getting a dashboard.’”

APX enables users to create customized dashboards to surface 
the data they need without having to run a report. “We worked
with everyone to make sure the dashboards provided everything
they needed.”

Deb recognized the opportunity to take full advantage of the
dashboard functionality. “I wanted people to feel comfortable
using the system itself and not just rely on someone else to run a
report,” she explains. “We were able to show them how to quickly
get a summary of a portfolio and how to drill down to all the
details. I wanted them to feel like they had the power to find
anything they wanted on their portfolios.”

And how has it been received? “It was a big jump, and no one 
has complained. That’s pretty amazing!”

Teamwork works
“I think the reason we enjoyed working with the Advent team so
much is because we all built up a lot of trust with each other,” Deb
says. “It was a very supportive group, and we really acted as one
team. If something wasn’t going right, the person responsible
addressed it and fixed it. There was no finger-pointing. We all
worked to get to the solution.”

It’s the combination of technology and talent that sets Advent
apart. “I would highly recommend Advent’s products and people,”
Deb asserts. “You can’t really have one without the other, and
Advent has both.”

“Creating the project plan involved people from around our company. 

A lot of people ended up feeling good about Advent and feeling that 

they were part of the project and that their concerns were being met 

from the very beginning.”


